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Overview Objectives
 Report overview
 How to run a report
 How to navigate reports
 Review available reports



Report Overview
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Report Overview
 The Sandata EVV portal has several 

reports with a lot of information that are 
easily filtered and formatted. 
 After logging into the Sandata portal, 

select ‘Reports’ from the navigation panel. 
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Report Overview
 The user’s security role determines what reports are available 

to the user.
 The different reports support monitoring visits in the field to 

ensure that clients are receiving the services as expected and  
help with training employees. 
 After hard launch, reports can be used for fee-for-service 

record of care. 
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Report Overview
 Reports referencing claims and scheduling will not provide any 

results.
 These functions are not part of the Department of Health 

Services EVV solution. 
 Claims and scheduling reports will not be covered in this 

training. 



How to Run a 
Report
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How to Run a Report
 From the navigation panel, click 

Reports.
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How to Run a Report
 This dynamic page is broken up into 

three sections:
• Report type
• Timeframe
• Parameters
 The results will filter according to each 

of these selections.  
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How to Run a Report
 The first section is the Report Type.  Options available are 

Daily, Date Range, Authorization, and FVV reports. 
• Click on a Report Type. 
• Select the Report Name drop-down menu for a list of available 

reports. 
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How to Run a Report
 Select Timeframe

• Daily report type will default to today’s date, but can be re-set.
• Date range will default to date two weeks prior from today, but can be 

re-set for timeframes back to the beginning of EVV. 
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How to Run a Report
 Refine the results by using Select Parameters to filter the 

data. Parameters are optional and vary based on selection.
 Click Run Report.
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How to Run a Report
 The Preview Report screen is displayed.



How to Navigate 
a Report
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How to Navigate a Report

1. The Go Back link closes the Preview Report screen and 
returns to the search parameters.

2. The Export to Excel button provides a Microsoft Excel 
version of the report for users to further sort and filter for their 
needs. 

1 2
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How to Navigate a Report

3. Page Navigation will display the current page versus the total 
number of pages. The arrows can be used to navigate to the 
first, previous, next, or last page. 

3
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How to Navigate a Report

4. The Search functionality allows users to find data on any 
page of the report. The Next button jumps to the next 
instance of the search criteria within the document. 

4
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How to Navigate a Report

5. The export drop down menu       allows the report to be 
saved in one of several format options: XML, CSV, PDF, 
MHTML, Excel, TIFF file, or Word.

6. The Refresh button      re-runs the report and renews the 
displayed data. 

5 6
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How to Navigate a Report: Sorting

1. The Report Grouping tab shows general information and 
how the information is grouped.  

2. Clicking a column’s header, when the arrows are present, will 
sort the result in ascending/descending order based on that 
column’s content. 

1
2
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How to Navigate a Report: 
Exporting
1. Click Export to 

Excel. The Open 
Report.xls dialog 
box will be 
displayed.

2. Select Open with 
Microsoft Excel 
(default). 

3. Click OK. 
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How to Navigate a Report: 
Exporting
The report opens in Microsoft Excel. 



Review of 
Available Reports
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Daily Report Type: Active Clients
 The Active Clients report lists all clients in an active and 

pending status associated to the agency on a given date. 
 Use this report to view client information and GPS location of 

their primary address. 
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Daily Report Type: Active 
Employees
 The Active Employees report displays all active employees 

on a given date.  
 Use this report to view current employee information, such as 

Santrax ID and employee email used for SMC.
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Daily Report Type: Call Listing
 The Call Listing report displays all call activity for the visit on a 

given date. 
 Use this report to monitor daily visit activity.
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Daily Report Type: Visit Verification
 The Visit Verification report provides information for visits on a 

given date.
 Use this report to monitor client verification, if required, and 

manual adjustments made by an administrator.
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Daily Report Type: Call Summary
The Call Summary report pairs the start and end times and 
calculates the duration. (Reminder: EVV is not a billing system.)
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FVV Report Type: FVV Assignment

 This report provides a complete view of FVV device 
assignment, un-assignment, and use. 
 Use this report to monitor FVV use for clients or for finding a 

device serial number, if needed.
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Authorization Report Type: Clients 
Without Authorizations
 This report lists all clients that do not have a current 

authorization in the Sandata EVV Portal on a given date. 
 Use this report to help identify a missing authorization in the 

Sandata EVV Portal.
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Authorization Report Type: 
Expiring Authorizations
 This report displays a listing of authorizations that have expired 

and those that will expire soon. 
 This report can be used to determine whether or not a 

replacement authorization needs to be obtained. 
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Date Range Report Type: Employee 
Visit Log
 The Employee Visit Log summarizes all elements in an employee 

record of care if the employee collects that data.
 It was created for Wisconsin’s fee-for-service program.
 The date range can be for any period of 31 days or less. 
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Date Range Report Type: Client 
Visit Summary
 The Client Visit Summary report shows all visits for the selected 

date range sorted by client, with each client on their own page. 
 Results are sorted per visit, per service. 
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Date Range Report Type: Detail 
Visit Status
 This provides a detailed view of all visits based on the selected 

date range and parameters. 
 Use this report to identify visits that need visit exceptions 

resolved. 
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Date Range Report Type: 
Summary Visit Status
 This report gives a summary view of the status of all visits based 

on the selected date range and parameters. 
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Date Range Report Type: 
Summary Visit Status
 The results are grouped by the duration of time each visit has 

remained in the same status.  
 It shows visits in a 31-day aging cycle.
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Date Range Report Type: Visit Log

 The Visit Log report is a summary of all visits associated with 
each client within the selected date range.
 Use this report to summarize a client’s call times and edit reason 

codes. Edit codes are defined on the report’s last page. 
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Date Range Report Type: Visit 
Verification Activity Summary
 This report summarizes visits that have been edited.  
 Only modified visits are included in this report. 
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Date Range Report Type: Visit 
Verification Exception
 The Visit Verification Exception report details the various 

exceptions found in Visit Maintenance within the given time.
 Use this report to view visits based on exception type. 



Resources
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Resources
 EVV Customer Care at 833-931-2035, Monday–Friday,       

7 a.m.–6 p.m.
 Email support at VDXC.ContactEVV@wisconsin.gov
 EVV webpage at https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/evv/index.htm

for information about:
• Training Resources
• EVV in Wisconsin
• The ForwardHealth Portal

mailto:VDXC.ContactEVV@wisconsin.gov
https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/evv/index.htm
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